
The term ba, bA ,  ,  ,    

can also be written with a determinative sign  ,    ,    ,      

,     ,      

 which is either the symbol for the god , , the Living , , the man, , or 
the symbol for the rebels, the enemies of the gods, the people of the lowest class (or 

race) , , as is the case with the Ba of the Dispute text ,  

. 
 
 
A Ba, therefore, can be a member of any social class and may even reach top 
position among the Livings.  

  

                                               
       Wpiw                bA               is                  xnt                  nr anxw 
      Wpiw           a Ba       indeed      at the head      of the Livings                                                                        
                                                    (The Pyramid texts § 1899c) 

 Wpiw, as a soul at the head of the living (Faulkner) 

 

                                        
     saH.n                wi            Hrw           m              bA       =f    
   ennobled       me       Horus        as           Ba     his 
                                                                                    (The Book of the Dead, Ch.78, pl.26, line 25)                                                                        

Horus has invested me with his shape as he did for his ba (Faulkner) 

Horus made me worthy in the form of his own soul (Budge) 
 
Horus did not change the form of his Ba. He made him noble by naming him Living. 
  

Paragraph 969 (Utterance 477) of the Pyramid Texts reads:  
 

It is your son Horus whom you begot who has removed me from 

(variation: who has not placed me at) the head of the dead (mt ) and 
he has put me among the gods, being divine (variation: he has placed 

me at the head of his divine spirits).  
 
The Ba of the “Dispute” belongs to the class of the weary ones (the Wearies) 
because in column 44 the man tells him that if he helps him with the test of judgment, 
they will eventually succeed and another Ba in weariness  will be jealous of him.  
 

On his part, the Ba, in his closing argument tells the man that he wishes him 
success, that he wishes him to reach the West, but still, as he believes this is not 
going to happen, he concludes by telling him that after he, the man, “grows” Weary, 
they will live together. 
 
In the passage that follows it is the man who is speaking: 
 



 
 
 

43                     
     iw          i                 r       irt              niAi 
    am          I                to    make         shelter                    
I shall make a shelter  

 

 

        
   Hr                      XAt             =k   
 over                  corpse       yours 
over your corpse 
 

 

44                 
                     sDdm                   =k                ky 
           make envious              you              other 

so that you will make envious another  

 
 

    45     
          bA                     in                     nnw 
ba in weariness (Lichtheim) 
                                              
Obviously, a grave structure is meant which the Ba may not have if he dies where he 
is, away from the West.  
 
The meaning of the determinative sign of the term nnw, Weariness, or nnyw, the 

Wearies, , or  or ,  can be deduced from the Legend of the Creation, of 

which two versions are recorded in papyrus BM 10880. 
  

                                           
     Ts.n =i               im     =sn       m            nw                 m       nnw  

                                             
     Ts.n =i                  imy             m            nw                  m       nnw  
put together  I      them        in  primeval waters   as    nnyw   
                                                                            
I put together (some) of them in Nun as weary ones. (Wilson) 

 
Those “put together” or “assembled” for the first time are the primitive ones.  
 



The words nnw, bAgi and wrdw are found in the dictionaries to be translated as 

weariness, inertness of the dead, and the words nnyw and bAgyw, as the 

weary ones, the languid, the weak, the faint, the feeble, the tired, the 
lazy, the inert ones, the languid ones = the dead.  
 
The verbs tire, faint, and be soft are determined by the same sign. The meaning 
therefore that the sign communicates is that of a body which suffers from some 
permanent defect, fault or drawback. The disability meant is not temporary and thus 
the persons affected constitute a distinct group of people and not some people just 
tired, weak or lazy. They are not the dead and, besides, the figure depicted by the 
glyph is that of a man alive. Most probably a primitive race is meant. 
 

The Wörterbuch (II 275.2) mentions the expression mt n nnw, mt of weariness 

or mt of inertness. 

Faulkner prefers to render the term nnyw as the inert ones and in his translation 

of the Coffin texts we read: 
  

Thus said Atum to Nu: I am on the flood-waters, being very 

weary, and the patricians are inert; 
                                                            (Faulkner, The Coffin Texts, Spell 80, § 34) 
 

In a gloss, regarding the word “inert,” Faulkner is wondering: “Still unborn?” 
Since the patricians are the gods, whichever the word translated as “inert” it cannot 
be interpreted as dead. 
 
There are, therefore, Weary Ba, Weary mt and Weary patricians. 
 
Weary, tired or lazy gods occur in many peoples mythologies all around the globe but 
not so tired or lazy dead people. 

nnyw and bAgyw acquired their names, their classification, because of the state of 

their bodies and thus as a medical term nnw means Pathological condition. 

 
What is there in a primitive race that could be considered as a pathological condition 
by a race considering itself civilized other than their bodily structure, their 
appearance, their physique? 
The preoccupation of the funerary texts with the form (see part 6 of this article entitled “The 

Forms’) of the men receiving judgment is notorious. However, before attempting to find 
an explanation for the obsession of the texts with matters of race, the fact that the 
texts comprise records of the oral tradition of the Egyptians should be established. 
 
The Pyramid texts (729, 1566, 2002), provide a description of the Great Mother: 
 

Ho King, you have no human (rmT ) father who gave you birth, 

you have no human mother (mwt =k ) who gave you birth; 

your mother (mwt =k ) is the Great Wild Cow who dwells in 

Nequeb, with white head-cloth, long of hair, and dangling breasts. 
 

 

 

 



                                   

                             
       sSpt            afnt                        ngAgAt                             mnD 
   white      head cloth        dangling                       breasts 

 

The word afnt,  head-cloth, (an outline of the said cloth  is used as 

determinative sign) is derived from the verb afn for which the Wörterbuch provides 

the following information regarding its meaning: 
1) umhüllen = wrap, shroud.  
2) verhüllt sein = be covered, disguised, masked, enshrouded. 
3) besonders von den verbundenen Augen = particularly from the blindfolded 

eyes. 

Afnt seems to have been the name of an all-enveloping cloak of the type of burka. 

In order to establish a connection between the texts and real life, we must not forget 
that the Near East is the home place of harems and the yashmak.  
 
The most famous of the statuettes of the Great Mother, known as “Venuses”, is the 
one recovered in a site in Willendorf, Austria. 
 

 
 
The statuette was carved approximately 25,000 years ago. 
The large size of the breasts and abdomen as well as the detail put into the vulva are  
common features of this type of figurines which were produced constantly for 40,000 
years.  The special characteristic of the Venus of Willendorf is that the figure has no 
visible face as her head is covered with a hood. 
 
Similar, almost contemporary figurines, were found in the Russian site of Kostenki. 
 
 
 
 



 
The photograph in the left is of the head of a figurine.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A head-cloth is also worn by the Venus of Brassempouy (France). 

 
 
It must be noted that the Venus of Holhe Fels, below at the left, is dated to between 
35,000 and 40,000 years ago, while the two figurines to the right, from Malta, are 
dated to between 4,500 and 5,000 years ago. 

  



 
The description, therefore, of the Mother found in the Pyramid texts is based on one 
side in the tradition (the information having thus an approximate age of 40.000 years) 
and on the other side in actual practice since harems, yashmak and burka cannot be 
considered as practices that originated during the historical times. 
 
As regards the identity of the Great Mother and the reasons for worshipping her, the 
following should be taken into consideration: 

Wild Cow, smAt, , is the name used for the Mother-womb, the woman who 

gave birth to humanity. 
In the Atrahasis epic narrative when the gods decided to create the human race they 
called goddess Nintu and said to her: 
 
Thou art the Mother-womb, the one who creates mankind.  
 
E. A. Speicer translating:                                         Alexander Heidel translating: 
 
[Saying: “The creatress of mankind]          [Saying: “The creatress of mankind] 

we call thee;                                              we call thee, 

[The mistr]ess of all the gods be thy     [The lady] of all the gods be thy  

name!”                                                        name!” 

 

[They went] to the House of Fate,                 [They went] to the house of     
                                                                   destiny,  

[Nin]igiku-Ea (and) the wise Mama.              [nin]igiku (that is) Ea, (and) wise  

                                                                   Mama. 

[Fourteen mother]-wombs                    [Fourteen w]ombs were gathered  
were assembled.                                           together. 

  
The goddess, who is called Mother-womb herself, in order to create humans had to 
call a number of common, “human” mother-wombs.  
Indeed, these fourteen mother-wombs produced seven men and seven women. 
 
Originally people did not believe that they were made by a male supernatural entity 
who fashioned them out of clay. Apparently, they knew that it was a Mother-womb 
who gave life to them. They also knew that their mother was not of the race of their 
father and that those born with the bodily structure of the mother would not survive. 
 
Those who did survive, felt that they owed their life to the Mother but mostly they 
were thankful to her for providing them with the suitable body: with a body  
guaranteeing survival. 
 
The obsession, therefore, of the funerary texts with matters of race has to do with the 
race of the mother as opposed to the race of the father. 
If the mother is a Living, with Maat (racial purity) in her body, their children would be 
Livings, children of the pure race of the father. 
 
In paragraph 729 of the Pyramid texts the Mother, in addition to be pendulous of 
breasts and white of head-cloth, is also equipped with two feathers of Maat

meaning that she is pure and thus a member of the higher race of the 
patricians, the gods. 
 



A member of the lower race, as a common Mother is, can be transformed into a 
member of the higher race –a pure being bearing Maat- by the “reassembling” of his 
body: 
  

                                                 
       iab                      Tw        DHwty         tm                        irt =k 
reassembled           you      Thoth,   came to end     what was on you 
                                                                                                   (Pyr. 639) 

The verbs iab, , Ts, , and dmd, , are used when referring to 

this assembling, reassembling, knitting together or joining of bodies in order to 
improve them.  
The means by which this supposed transformation was accomplished, it was the 
procedure of the judgment.  
 

Only people of the lower race (mt) were subjected to judgment. Thus, those of the 

judged ones who were “vindicated”, automatically found themselves to have moved 
up to a higher race (that of the Wearies) or even the highest race (that of the 
patricians) and as they were supposed to have gotten rid of what was on them, their 

irt, their isftw traits, those offensive genetic traits, were thought of as having been 

removed. 

Their removal had as a consequence the change of a Weary into a wDA,  , 

whole, sound, hale,  normal human being. 
 

                                                                         
                                          wDA   =f                       wDA   =i 
                              hale  he (the god)        hale    I 
                                                          (From the sarcophagus of Seti I. The Book of the Dead, Chapter 72) 

 
In columns 45-49 of the Dispute text the place where the primitive race lives (the 
East) is contrasted to the West where the “civilized” race lives.  
In columns 45-47 the man promises to provide a shelter for the Ba, over there in the 
West, which will protect him from the heat, will make him cool and thus make envious 
the other Ba who are in the East and hot because of lack of a shelter for shade. 
 
It is known from the Book of the Dead that those remaining behind were scorched in 
the heat: 
                                                                               

The title of Chapter 63Α of the Book of the Dead reads: The spell for drinking 

water and not being burnt by fire.  
 

 

                               
        r           n                swri               mw 
    spell     for        drinking         water 
 
 
  



                                   
    tm                        awg                    m       sDt 
   not             be parched, burnt      by      fire 
and not being burnt by fire (Faulkner)  
 
 

A passage in the same spell makes it clear that those who will not be scorched in the 
heat are the ones ferried across: 
 

 

                          
  ink              mawH                 pwy           n           ra 
I am           paddle                that         of          Ra 
I am that oar of Re 
 
 

                                     
                Xn.n             =f                iAwt                 im        =f 
Rowed,transported    he             the elders             by          it 

with which the Old Ones are rowed  
 

 

                                       
  nn                awg        =i        nn             nwx                =i 
 not         be parched    I        not        be scorched        I 
I will be neither burnt up nor scorched  (Faulkner) 
                                 (The Book of the Dead, Ch. 63A. The text is from Naville, Todtenbuch, Bd. I, Bl. 73)                                          

 
Those condemned in the judgment were burnt to death: 
 

I will not be given over to your flame, you gods. 
                                                                                 (Faulkner, The Pyramid texts, Utterance 260 §323) 

 

However, the verb awg, means rösten = roast, fry, bake (sich [in der Sonne] rösten 

lassen = roast oneself in the sun) also dörren = dry. 

The verb nwx means verbrannt werden = I get burnt, versengt werden, durch 

Feuer, durch Sommerhitze = I get scorched, by fire, by summer heat. 
   
The above passage of the Book of the dead is, therefore, making reference to the 

scorching by heat and not to burning by fire (it is the verb mAX that means to burn 

to death). 
 

45                  
     iw      = i         r         irt              niAi 
    am        I          to  make         shelter                 
I shall make a shelter  



   46               
     ix                     tm                  =f             Hsw 
   then        be completely       he          cool      
  

it shall not be freezing  (Lichtheim) 

then you will not be cold, (Faulkner) 

now it must not be (too) cool (Wilson) 

 

 

            
                sDdm                =k              ky              
       make envious         you            other 
so that you make envious another 
 

 

  47         

        bA                       nt                        tAw 
      ba                  which is                 hot 
ba which is hot. (Lichtheim) 

 

The underlined phrase, tm =f Hsw, if rendered as not he cold deprives the 

passage of logical meaning. He who is suffering from being hot cannot be jealous of 
someone who is not cold. 

The verb tm, depending on the case, may be a negative verb or it may mean be 

complete, perfect, be closed. 

tm =f sDm, he does not hear, actually means he is finished (with) hearing 

(Grammar §343). Therefore tm =f Hsw, can be taken to mean he is finished with 

cooling up. 
 
Resulting translation. 
 

I shall make a shelter,  
so that you will be completely cool 
and make envious another ba which is hot. 
 

Those awaiting judgment apart from being hot are also hungry as they not only 
dream of the fresh air and cool waters of the West but also of the little farm they will 
be given over there to plough, to sow and to harvest. 
 
In chapter 110 of the Book of the Dead, which according to its title is the spell for 

going out into the West (or Neter-khert, the land of the gods) the vindicated 
one describes what he expects to happen when he finds himself in there:  
 
 
 
 



                                                         
          sxm               =i            im                 Axt             =i          im 
having strength       I      thereby     being pure      I     thereby 
 

 

                            
   r                skAw                 =i            im                 Asx           =i          im    
so that   plough               I        therein        reap           I   therein  
 
 

 

                                    

    wnm        =í          ím                     swrí             =í            ím 

    wnm      =i          im                    swri           =i           im 
    eat        I      therein          drink           I       therein   
 

 

                                         
      nhp                       im            m               irt 
copulating        therein       as           does 
 
 

                                       
               irt nb                         tp            tA 
        everyone (all eyes)         on       earth 
                                                                                       (The Book of the Dead, Ch. 110, plate 34, line 2) 

 
The last part of the above passage rendered by Faulkner reads: copulating therein, 
and doing everything that used to be done on earth by N (N= name of the deceased) 
He is probably not translating from the papyrus of Any. However, the expression 
everything that used to be done on earth by N does not occur in the funerary 
texts. 
 
In columns 47-49 the man tells the Ba that in the West he will eat and drink and heap 
up hay and by so doing he will make envious another Ba who is away from the West 
and hungry:    

 

                  48        

     swr          =i         mw          Hr                           bAbAt 
    drink         I         water       in                      water hole     
I shall drink water at the pond (Lichtheim) 
 
 



               
         Tsy          =i                       Swi  
raise, lift up     I       Swi  means dry,  Swit means shadow, shade                     

I will heap up hay, (Nederhof) 
 
I will raise up shade (Faulkner)      
over which I made a shade (Lichtheim)  

and shall… (Wilson) 

 

 

49                              

         sD(d)m       =k     ky               bA                  nty               Hqr 
make envious    you   other          Ba             who is           hungry                
so that you make envious another ba that hungers (Lichtheim) 

                                          
Resulting translation: 

 

I shall drink water at the pond, 

I will heap up hay, 
so that you make envious another Ba that hungers. 
 
Food, drink and sex for those in the West but only hunger and scorching heat for the 
unlucky remaining in the East, in the place where they were born: 

 

And I am ferried over thereon to yonder eastern side of the sky, 

To the place where the gods fashioned me, 
wherein I was born, new and young.                                                                                                            

                                                                                        (Faulkner, The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 264 §344)  

  
The closing words of the concluding argument by Ba: “after you become Weary, 

we shall dwell together”, show that the man failed in his attempt to change his 
Ba mind and at the same time these words reveal the plot of the work.  
The man, being an mt, wants to become a Living. His Ba thinks that he can only 
qualify as a Weary, like himself, and tells him that when eventually he becomes a 
Weary officially, they will live together as Wearies. 

 

 

               148  [ ] 

         Ddt.n          n =i                bA                 [i] 
         said          to me             ba             [mine] 
What my ba said to me: 
 
 
 
 



                      
       imi               rk                 nxwt                   Hr                   XAA 
      give             you    complaint, lamentation on            clothes-peg  
Cast complaint upon the peg (Faulkner) 

 
Now throw complaint on the wood pile (Lichtheim) 

Set mourning aside (Wilson) 
 
 
 

 

   149                                

          n(y)-sw          =i               pn                 sn            =i 
     (you) belong to   me          you (this)      brother      mine  
You belong to me, you brother mine  

 
You my comrade, my brother (Lichtheim) 

my comrade and brother; (Faulkner) 
Thou who belongest to me, my brother!  (Wilson) 
 
 

 

 

                        
         wdn                  =k           Hr             ax               
      burden               thy         on             brazier 
Throw on the brazier what burdens you 
 

The word wdn  as a verb means schwer sein = being heavy,  

belastet sein = being burdened (with something), for example: von kranken 
Körperteilen = by sick body members 
Metaphorically it means gewichtig = heavy, weighty as by high standing, by 
reputation or even because of a serious illness. 

The word wdn occurs also in column 28 where it refers to the burden of the “need“ of 

the man, meaning the seriousness of his body’s “faults.”  
However, the verb to offer and the noun offer have a similar spelling, although 
different determinative signs, and it seems that the reference to the brazier led to the 
following translations: 
 
whether you offer on the brazier, (Lichtheim) 

make offering on the brazier (Faulkner) 

(Although) thou be offered up on the brazier (Wilson) 
 
 
 
 

 

 



150                            
                    dmi                    =k           Hr              anx            
               cleave, fight            you          on, for           life            

(and) fight for life   
 

bear down on life  (Lichtheim) 

cleave to life  (Faulkner) 
thou shalt cling to life   (Wilson) 

 
 

  

                      151  

  mi         Dd       =k                mr                    wi                       aA 
 as      said      you     love, wish, desire     me                      here                           
as you said.  Love me here  
 

as you say, love me here (Lichtheim)                  
according as I have said. Desire me here, (Faulkner) 
as thou sayest. Whether it be desirable that I (remain) here (Wilson) 

 
 

            
        win                      n=k             imnt 
reject, decline                 for you          the West 

(and) forget about the West 
 

when you have set aside the West (Lichtheim) 
thrust the West aside (Faulkner) 
(because) thou hast rejected the West, (Wilson) 

 
 
The advice of the Ba to the man seems to be to fight for life, to fight for the status of 
Weary and to forget his grandiose dreams of attaining the status of Living, for if he 
fails then, as an mt, he will loose his life. 
 
 

          152        

      mr                    Hm                            pH     =k           imnt          
   wish             assuredly                  reach    you        the West 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, 
 

But when it is wished that you attain the West, (Lichtheim) 

but desire that you may attain the West (Faulkner) 

or whether it be desirable that thou reach the West (Wilson)  

 

 



                    
               sAH                           Haw      =k              tA 
          land from ship               body   yours         earth 
 (that you) land yourself from the ship (from the ferryboat to the West)       

sAH  tA = land from ship (concise dictionary p. 210)   Haw = living body, not corpse 
 

That your body joins the earth (Lichtheim) 

when your body goes to earth (Faulkner) 

and thy body join the earth (Wilson) 

 
 

153       
                 Xny                     =i     
            alight, stop, rest          I          
(that) I will rest  myself 
                                    

The Ba does not believe that the man’s dreams will ever come true, but he still 
wishes him success. 
The phrase “I will alight,” I will rest, I will find peace, depending on whether it closes 
the above passage or opens the passage that follows, means that either the Ba will 
rest after the man had eventually attained the West and acquired the status of the 
Living, or after he had “grown” into a Weary and remained in the East.  
 

                                 
                    r-sA                   wrd          =k              ix 
                after           grow weary   you           then                 
                After you have become Weary then 
                   

                  after you have become weary, (Lichtheim) 

               after you are weary; (Faulkner) 
                after thou hast relaxed (in death) (Wilson) 

 
 

                        154                   
                     ir =n                     dmi                   n        sp 
                 make we              abode               together 
             we shall dwell together. (Lichtheim) 
 

                 will we make an abode together. (Faulkner) 

                    Thus we shall make a home together. (Wilson) 

 

Resulting translation: 
 

Set mourning aside for you belong to me my brother. 

Throw on the brazier what burdens you and fight for life as you said. 
Love me here and forget about the West. 

 



Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, that you land from 

the bark and that I alight. 
 

(but) After you become Weary, we shall dwell together. 
 

In the equally famous work entitled “The Admonitions of Ipuwer,” the author 
describes the conditions prevailing after the successful revolt of the mt and the 
Wearies against the patricians, the Livings. 
Ipuwer, being himself a patrician, a Living, accuses God for his own misery for it is 
God who fashioned humans of the inferior quality of the mt and the Wearies.  
In column 5, lines 6 and 7, we read: 
 
 

                           

   Xnmw               Hr                  imt    
 Chnum            is            grieved                   
                                                                                          

                           

     Hr                             wrdw               =f 
on account      of  Weariness         his 
 

Chnum is the god who fashions men on his potter’s wheel. 
 

                                   
                                     Tom Hare “RemeMbering Osiris,” p. 165 

 
On realizing what his Wearies did to his fellow patricians, he is sorry for his 
Weariness, sorry for having fashioned Weary people.                                       


